CAPS
network

The wide spectrum of investment
programs with different profitable
strategies.

Introduction

CAPS platform gives you the
opportunity to earn interest every
day, exchange digital assets and
receive rewards for your marketing
activities.
CAPS technology connects the
financial marketplace for users,
multinational financial services
corporations and payment systems,
reaching consumers, businesses,
merchants and issuers.

About Us

As the world of digital payments are
vastly expanding and growing, the
demand for a utility to use them
becomes more apparent. With
cryptocurrency, there has been a
revolution in the way we perform
transfers, make purchases, or pay for
various services all over the internet.
However, no matter what
cryptocurrencies are, making payments
with them will always involve additional
complexities related to legal, regulatory
and technical aspects, which so far
cannot be solved without a centralized
framework as a base in the digital
payment system.

We strive to change the payment
approach that no other entity has
managed to do yet. Behind the CAPS
project are a group of payment
specialists and pioneers with
decades of combined experience in
the payment and retail POS &
commerce industries. At the end
product envisioned by CAPS is digital
payment ecosystem that is ultraefficient for investors, consumers,
and businesses.

Availability
Decision

Why
choose
CAPS?

CAPS offers affordable solutions to digital
assets in real-time. Manage your collateral
with a user-friendly and intuitive platform.

Automatic Exchange
Automatic exchange with low commissions and
industry standards along with deep liquidity.
Exchange digital assets leveraging the seamless
features of a traditional exchange platform in a
peer-to-peer, transparent architecture.

Security
CAPS provides an intuitive, low-cost, and
secure way of setting your account and
following the trading patterns of expert
investors.

Network
CAPS provides a transparent way
to settle digital assets on its
exchange platform by connecting
asset managers to investors in
peer-to-peer infrastructure.

We provide digital payments through intelligent
and seamless solutions, by embracing
cryptocurrencies and virtual payment systems into
a single digital payment system.
Web3 is the next generation of the network.
Built on the blockchain, it revolutionizes how the
world exchanges value. Airmode is Web3
middleware that connects web API directly to any
blockchain application. The next-generation
technology to access off-data. Airmode is leading
the movement from legacy third-party networks to
first-party solutions that deliver more security,
efficiency, and data-source transparency. Lightweight, first-party data feeds that reduce cost and
scale data access for Web3. Developers to
connect Web3 applications to continuously
updated streams of off-data, such as the latest
cryptocurrency and commodities prices. Web3 is
the biggest growth opportunity for businesses
since the world wide web. But it’s been difficult for
traditional businesses to access.

Company
Service

Proposed
Solution

To address the pain points of token
founders, investors, consumers, and
businesses, we have come up with a
complete solution with the following
characteristics:

- Provide alternative options to traditional payments
such as Visa, MasterCard, and PayPal.
- Decentralised payments with zero single point of
failures.
- Cross border transfers without the fear of third
party monitoring.
- Fast, cheap, and reliable – cost pennies to transfer
no matter the amount.

Benefits for
Consumers /
Payers

- Consumers can make cross-border
fund transfers without paying hefty
transfer fees or exchange rates to a
third party and the transfer happens
immediately.
- Consumers can now shop online
securely without having to worry
about credit card information
getting stolen.
- Make payments and purchases
while being protected from third
party tracking.

Benefits for
Merchants /
Businesses

- Save on merchant fees with each
transaction.
- Merchants get to focus on sales
without having to worry about credit
card fraud and chargeback.
- Easily integrate crypto payments
into existing ERP or ecommerce
websites.
- Creates options to opt for the
additional easy-to-manage
accounting software to manage
sales reports and tax filing.

Low flow Medium flow
- minimal 10$
- maximal 1999$

1.5% daily
100 DAYS = 150%

- minimal 2000$
- maximal 4999$

2% daily
100 DAYS = 200%

High flow

Uni flow

- minimal 5000$
- maximal 100000$

- minimal 10$
- maximal 100000$

3% daily
100 DAYS = 300%

1400% ROI
200 DAYS = 1400%

Proposals
Airmode is a Web3 middleware that
connects the Web API directly to the
blockchain application. Based on this,
CAPS introduces four offerings, with
the ability to invest in BNB, BTC,
BUSD, ETH, LTC, TRX, USDC, USDT
and Perfect Money USD.

Marketing
Through our marketing program, we aim to encourage wider adoption of
CAPS by rewarding users for their recommendations.
The three referral programs (Base, Advanced, Progressive) will each have six lines
and come into effect when certain conditions (more details in the table below).
Base is active directly after opening a deposit in the account.
Advanced takes effect after achieving the turnover on the first line of $35.000.
Progressive takes effect after achieving the turnover on the first line of $100.000.

6 Lines for 3 Referrals programs

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Line 5
Line 6

After opening
own deposit
6%
4%
2%
1%
1%
1%

After a turnover of
$35.000 on 1st line
8%
5%
3%
2%
2%
1%

After a turnover of
$100.000 on 1st line
10 %
6%
4%
3%
2%
1%

caps.network
cooperates with the following
payment systems

Contact
www.caps.network

@caps_network_support
@caps_network
/capsnetworkofficial
hello@caps.network

